Ape 'vocabularies' shaped by social mingling—like in humans
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Social mingling shapes and transforms the 'vocabularies' of apes, just like in humans, according to new research led by the University of Warwick.

In a paper published by *Nature Ecology and Evolution*, researchers have proved that wild orangutans demonstrate distinct 'vocal personalities' that are molded depending on the social groups in which individuals live and communicate—as opposed to a fixed repertoire of instinctive, automated calls as traditionally presumed.

This breakthrough, led by Dr. Adriano R. Lameira from Warwick's Department of Psychology, further establishes a direct developmental vocal continuum between us and our evolutionary ancestors.

By contrast, the orangutans in sparser, lower density populations favored more established, conventional calls. While these more dispersed groups did not experiment with such a huge number of novel sounds, when they did introduce a new call variant, they kept it, and therefore their call repertoire was richer that orangutans in high-density populations who continuous discard new call variants.

research team recorded the calls of around 70 individual apes across six populations (the largest sample ever analyzed in this type of study on the vocal behavior of great apes).

The orangutan populations differed naturally in population density, from groups that socialized intensely to those that were more dispersed. In high-density populations, the orangutans communicated using a large variety of original calls, trying out lots of novel sound variants that were continually modified or dropped.

Living alongside orangutan communities in the swamps and low rainforests of Borneo and Sumatra in Southeast Asia, Dr. Lameira and his
If orangutan call communication is socially shaped, then this was also likely the case with our direct, extinct ape-like ancestors. Social influence—though predictably modest at first before the rise of a fully operational primitive language—could have then increased steadily, ultimately leading to the myriad ways in which language is determined by those who surround us.

"Many more clues await us in the lives of our closest living relatives, as long as we manage to guarantee their protection and their preservation in the wild. Each disappearing population will take with it unretrievable glimpses of the evolutionary history of our species."
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